DISQUALIFICATION OF OFFICERS FOR DUTY INVOLVING FLYING

- Changed responsible office from PERS-432D to PERS-4320
- Added MyNavy Career Center block
- Updated references (a), (b), (d) and (e)
- Para 2, Added disqualification policy for clarity regarding 130X designators
- Subpara 3a(2), Updated policy for disqualification of pregnant female aviators to allow for equal opportunity across T/M/S aircraft for 365 days from the start of the third trimester before resdesignation and suspension of flight pay occurs
- Subpara 3a(4), Updated language to reflect modernized aviation incentive pay vice outdated ACIP language
- Subpara 3b(2), When researching information on aviation incentive pay directed member to reference flight pay instruction
- Article has been revised throughout and should be reviewed in its entirety.

(COG: NAVPERSCOM (PERS-4320))